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                                                        Web Application Firewall

                                                        Web application attacks prevent important transactions and steal sensitive data. Imperva Web Application Firewall (WAF) stops these attacks with near-zero false positives and a global SOC to ensure your organization is protected from the latest attacks minutes after they are discovered in the wild.
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                                                False positives forces a choice between blocking legitimate traffic or staying in monitor mode forever. Imperva Research Labs ensures precision for customers, giving them confidence to block as the threat landscape evolves.
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                                                            Web Application Firewall

                                                                Imperva's Web Application Firewall (WAF) provides out-of-the-box security for your web applications. It detects and prevents cyber threats, ensuring seamless operations and peace of mind. Protect your digital assets with Imperva's robust, industry-leading solution.
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Web Application and API Protection

                                

                                                            
                                Imperva WAF is a key component of a comprehensive Web Application and API Protection (WAAP) stack that secures from edge to database, so the traffic you receive is only the traffic you want.

We provide the best website protection in the industry – PCI-compliant, automated security that integrates analytics to go beyond OWASP Top 10 coverage, and reduces the risks created by third-party code.

Imperva Web Application Firewall Can Secure:

	Active and legacy applications
	Third-party applications
	APIs & Microservices
	Cloud applications, containers, VMs and more


                            

                        

                                            

                                                        
                                                
                            



                        

                                            

                                

        

    
                    
            

        
            
                
                                            
                                                    

                                        
                        
                                                    

                    

                

                
                    
                                                                            "Best WAF Solution In The Market"

                                                            CIO

                                                                                        Transportation Industry

                                                                                        Read more                                                                                        GartnerÂ® and Peer Insightsâ„¢ are trademarks of Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. Gartner Peer Insights content consists of the opinions of individual end users based on their own experiences, and should not be construed as statements of fact, nor do they represent the views of Gartner or its affiliates. Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in this content nor makes any warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this content, about its accuracy or completeness, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
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                                                                                Adapt as quickly as your applications  using automated policy creation and rule propagation. Minimize the workload for your team  and let Imperva handle the policies for you, saving you time and money
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                                                                                Deploy WAF exactly where you need it  – Physical or virtual appliance. Decide how to best defend your applications using dynamic profiling and attack intelligence
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                                Advanced WAF Features                                
                                                                        
                                                                                    
                                                
                                                    Deploy Imperva WAF on-premises, in AWS, Azure, and GCP, or as a cloud service. Easily secure each application while meeting its specific service level requirement.

We meet your unique needs by delivering our security solutions as a service or self-managed option. We make sure you stay protected without disrupting your innovation delivery pipeline from modern threats including advance bots and API attacks.
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                                                    Out-of-the-box rules for protection by default enable Imperva WAFâ€™s real-time technologies to close the loop on constantly changing attack patterns.

Centralize your configuration with a single stack approach, providing simplicity in provisioning, security and performance that go hand-in-hand to ensure better business continuity with fewer false positives.
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                                                We have been a proud Imperva customer since 2016 and we have not looked back since day one. Imperva helps to keep our users, systems, and data safe, and available, and is quite simply the best tool for the job. For protection capabilities, rich insights, unique features, ease of use, and the support we get from the customer teamsâ€”compared to the competition and cloud native â€˜equivalentâ€™ solutions, Imperva is unparalleled.
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                                                When you tally up the benefits it was probably one of the easiest decisions that we have had to make.
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                            Managed WAF backed by security experts

Trust our Imperva Security experts to actively monitor the ever-changing threat landscape 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Traffic across Impervaâ€™s entire network is analyzed and reported on in ways that shape and tune ongoing policies and rules on your behalf in an effort to ensure your security posture is relevant and current.
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Protect Against Business Logic Abuse

Identify key capabilities to prevent attacks targeting your business logic

Download Now
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The 10th Annual Bad Bot Report

The evolution of malicious automation over the last decade

Download Now
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The State of Security Within eCommerce in 2022

Learn how automated threats and API attacks on retailers are increasing

Free Report
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Prevoty is now part of the Imperva Runtime Protection


	Protection against zero-day attacks

	No tuning, highly-accurate out-of-the-box

	Effective against OWASP top 10 vulnerabilities





Learn more here
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Want to see Imperva in action?
Fill out the form and our experts will be in touch shortly to book your personal demo.
 

                

                
                    
                    

                

            
Thank you!



An Imperva security specialist will contact you shortly.
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â€œImperva prevented 10,000 attacks in the first 4 hours of Black Friday weekend with no latency to our online customers.â€�
Top 3 US Retailer
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The 10th Annual Bad Bot Report

The evolution of malicious automation over the last decade

Download Now





                                
                            

                        

                    

                

                


